DON’T BUY ANOTHER LIGHT POLE BASE UNTIL YOU’VE SEEN POLE-BASE

Pole-Base was designed in an effort to create a unique and beautiful alternative to traditional, unsightly and utilitarian light pole bases. Pole-Base captures the elegance of a natural stone, with deep texture and custom color-blends, in one solid unit of concrete. Fast installation, labor-savings, and an artisan look make Pole-Base a marvelous upgrade to your next project.
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With an incredible look and faster/easier installation of Pole-Base, you can take a bland setting and turn it into a showcase that won’t break the bank. Choose natural stone texture and color. Choose quality. Choose ease of installation. Choose Pole-Base by Redi-Build for your next project—contact us today for a quote!

- Completely Unique: differentiate your project
- Superior aesthetics: natural stone texture and color
- Quality: Pole-Base is a single unit of architectural-grade precast concrete
- Fast & Easy Installation
  - No need for sonotube
  - Auger a hole and place the pole
  - Install in any weather

To install, attach a chain to lifting lug and swing into place.

1. J-Bolt height, size and pattern to meet your specification. Or, choose a natural texture top with no J-Bolts at all.
2. Raised base plate to minimize water from entering the structure
3. The entire pole base is one solid piece of concrete, including the cap.
4. Architectural Grade Precast Concrete
5. Natural stone texture
6. Natural color blends available
7. Adjustable height and footing dimensions
8. Conduit sized to meet your specification